
 

Krost Shelving and Racking - heroes in the storage
solutions industry

With Krost Shelving and Racking, you can grow your storage space without growing your budget through their racking,
shelving, lockers and mezzanine flooring solutions.

Over the past 50 years, their clients in southern Africa have come to rely on them to create more space without inflating
their budgets. They are able to do this with their four primary services.

Shelving

Do you have unique storage challenges in your business? Whether you're in warehousing or retail, Krost's shelving
solutions will conquer your storage obstacles. These expert solutions include rivet, bolted steel, gondola, warehouse,
supermarket, boltless heavy- and medium-weight shelving.

Racking

Krost's racking systems are as extensive as the industries that they serve. They have installed some of the biggest storage
systems in southern Africa, yet they are just as adept at improving smaller spaces. Whether it's pallet mole, cantilever,
carton live, shuttle racking, or any of their other numerous racking systems that you need, your workflow and organisation
will see an immediate improvement once Krost has installed their racking systems. And it gets better - installation causes
minimal disruption to work, so business will carry on while they help you to grow.

Lockers

Schools, gyms, warehouses and offices all over southern Africa have benefitted from strong, durable, sturdy steel lockers
manufactured and installed by Krost. The unique hinging system and flush fitting doors are easily cleaned and maintained,
and the standard epoxy coating that is applied to each and every locker ensures that they last and last.

Mezzanine flooring
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SABS-approved pine timber joists are used in the installation of Krost's mezzanine floors, and are laid atop their steel
racking structures to create an entirely new floor of space to safely store and warehouse goods. Installation is quick and
clean, with work operations able to continue almost as normal. They're easily disassembled and reassembled to suit the
changing needs of your industry, and they can be custom designed and built just for your business.

Krost Shelving and Racking has offered storage solutions to businesses and industries of all types and sizes, all over
southern Africa for half a century. Here's to another 50 years for these space saving heroes!
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